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Abstract—Iterated localization is considered where each node
of a network needs to get localized (find its location on 2-
D plane), when initially only a subset of nodes have their
location information. The iterated localization process proceeds
as follows. Starting with a subset of nodes that have their
location information, possibly using global positioning system
(GPS) devices, any other node gets localized if it has three or
more localized nodes in its radio range. The newly localized
nodes are included in the subset of nodes that have their location
information for the next iteration. This process is allowed to
continue, until no new node can be localized. The problem is
to find the minimum size of the initially localized subset to
start with so that the whole network is localized with high
probability. There are intimate connections between iterated
localization and bootstrap percolation, that is well studied in
statistical physics. Using results known in bootstrap percolation,
we find a sufficient condition on the size of the initially localized
subset that guarantees the localization of all nodes in the network
with high probability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several applications in wireless networks require that nodes
know their location, e.g. vehicular or military networks. Lo-
calization is a technique to determine the physical coordinates
of all nodes in the ad hoc network. These coordinates can be
absolute, referenced through GPS, or relative, e.g. referenced
through pair wise node distances. Absolute localization is
typically achieved by having few anchor nodes who have
their absolute location through some external means, e.g. GPS
device. In the presence of anchor nodes, other nodes can
acquire their location in the 2-D plane (or localize themselves)
if there are three or more non-collinear anchor nodes in their
radio range. The radio range is defined to be the maximum
distance for which the received signal strength is above a re-
quired threshold. Most localization techniques are non-iterative
in nature, where locations are obtained in one shot compu-
tation using the anchor nodes’ locations. The non-iterative
localization methods known in literature use received signal
strength, hop count, time difference of arrival, semi-definite
programming, multidimensional scaling etc. for finding node
locations [1]–[4]. The non-iterative methods do not exploit the
fact that if any node that has acquired its location information
with sufficient accuracy it can aid in localizing few other nodes
lying in its neighborhood that were not localized earlier. There
has been extensive experimental work on iterative localization
[5], anchor free distributed localization [6], mobile assisted
localization [7], however, not many theoretical results are
available. Necessary conditions have been derived in [8]–[10]
for iteratively localizing an arbitrary network, together with a
polynomial time algorithm.
In this paper we explore the iterative localization method for
a network where n nodes are randomly placed in a bounded
area on a 2-D plane. To start with, a subset of nodes (called
anchors) of size m are given their location information. We
assume that the n nodes are uniformly distributed in the
bounded area, and the anchors are chosen uniformly randomly
from the n nodes. In each iteration, any node gets it location
information (or gets localized) if it has three or more non
co-linear localized nodes in its radio range r(n). The newly
localized nodes are included in the set of anchors for the next
iteration. This process is allowed to continue, until no new
node can be localized. The problem is to find the minimum
number of the initial anchors to start with so that the whole
network is localized with high probability.
Iterated localization is similar to bootstrap percolation,
which has been extensively studied in statistical physics [11],
[12]. In bootstrap percolation, a 2-D n×n grid is considered,
and each grid point is initially active with probability p and
not-active with probability 1 − p, independently of all other
grid points. In each iteration, any grid point that is not active
becomes active if it has two or more active neighbors out of
its four nearest neighbors, and once a node becomes active
it remains active forever. The problem studied is to find the
threshold on p such that all grid points become active eventu-
ally with high probability. For the 2-D case, sharp bounds on
p have been derived as a function of n such that for p ≤ pc,
all grid points do not become active with high probability,
while for p > pc, all grid points are active eventually with
high probability. The critical probability pc = pi
2
18 lnn [13].
Various generalizations of bootstrap percolation have also been
studied, for example, on Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph [14], random
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geometric graph with a fixed radio range [15], generalized
bootstrap percolation [16] etc.
To use results from bootstrap percolation for solving the
iterated localization problem, we connect the two problems as
follows. We map the iterated percolation problem to a suitable
virtual grid, where each grid point becomes active if it has
three or more active nodes out of the eight nearest neighbors.
We then show that a sufficient condition for all the virtual grid
points to become active eventually is identical to a sufficient
condition for all the grid points for bootstrap percolation on
2-D to be active eventually. We get the following sufficient
condition on minimum m (number of initial anchors) required
for complete localization.
For radio range r(n), and τ(n) = Θ(r(n)), such that
limn→∞
(
1− e−npiτ2
) 2
r2
= 1, if(
1− exp
−mpir2 − exp−npir2
1− exp−npir2
)
>
c
ln
(√
2
r
) ,
where c is a constant, then all nodes of the network are
localized eventually with high probability. In particular, for
r(n) = Θ
(√
lnn
n
)
, m = O (n2.5/3) (numerical result).
II. NOTATION:
Let S1 be a set and S2 be a subset of S1. Then S1\S2
denotes the set of elements of S1 that do not belong to S2.
Cardinality of set S is denoted by |S|. A disc of radius r with
center x is denoted by B(x, r) = {y ∈ R2 : |x − y|2 ≤ r}.
Let f(n) and g(n) be two function defined on some subset
of real numbers. Then we write f(n) = Ω(g(n)) if ∃ k >
0, n0, ∀ n > n0, |g(n)|k ≤ |f(n)|, f(n) = O(g(n)) if ∃ k >
0, n0, ∀ n > n0, |f(n)| ≤ |g(n)|k, and f(n) = Θ(g(n)) if
∃ k1, k2 > 0, n0, ∀ n > n0, |g(n)|k1 ≤ |f(n)| ≤ |g(n)|k2.
We use the symbol := to define a variable.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
Let V be a set of n nodes located in a unit (1× 1) square
in R2. We assume that locations of nodes in V are distributed
as a Poisson point process with density n (approximating
uniformly random node locations). Even though we consider
a square, inherently we are assuming a toroidal or spherical
surface, and we ignore the edge effects. Let A ⊆ V, |A| = m
be the set of anchor nodes that have a GPS device, through
which they exactly know their location on the 2-D plane.
We assume that the set A of m anchor nodes is chosen
uniformly randomly from the set V . Each node of V has a
radio range of r(n) < 1, i.e. each node can receive (transmit)
transmissions originating (send to) in a circle of radius r(n)
around it. For simplicity, we denote r(n) as r. We assume that
if a node has its own location information it can convey that
information to all nodes within its radio range. Let at time
t, At ⊆ V be the set of the nodes that have their location
information, A0 = A. We assume the following sequential
location update rule. Using triangulation, at time t + 1 any
node x ∈ V \At can locate itself if there are 3 or more
nodes of At in its radio range, i.e. At+1 = At ∪ Ut, where
Ut := {x ∈ V \At : |B(x, r) ∩ At| ≥ 3}. The problem is
to find the minimum m for which all n nodes get located
eventually with high probability,
m? = min
limn→∞ P (limt→∞ At=n)=1
m.
There is an intimate connection between iterated localiza-
tion considered in this paper and bootstrap percolation [11].
We briefly review the bootstrap percolation model and some
results that are useful for our analysis.
A. Preliminaries on Bootstrap Percolation
Consider a n× n regular grid R on Z2 with side-length 1.
Let at time step t = 0 any grid point of R be active (inactive)
with probability p(n) (1 − p(n)) independently of all other
grid points. In subsequent time steps an inactive grid point
becomes active if two or more of its four neighbors are active.
Once a grid point becomes active it stays active forever. This
model of sequential activation is called bootstrap percolation.
The problem that has been extensively studied in bootstrap
percolation is on finding the critical value of pc(n) such that
all n2 grid points are active eventually, i.e. for p(n) > pc(n),
limn→∞ P (all n2 grid points are active eventually) =
1, while for p(n) < pc(n),
limn→∞ P (all n2 grid points are active eventually) < 1.
In the following Lemma we summarize the result.
Theorem 1: [11] For bootstrap percolation on a n × n
regular grid R on Z2, pc(n) = Θ
(
1
lnn
)
.
Next, we present a sufficient condition derived in [11] used
to show the sufficiency of pc(n) = O
(
1
lnn
)
for bootstrap
percolation.
Lemma 1: If initially at time t = 0, each of the faces of
the square with side (2k+1), k = 0, 1, . . . , n/2, have at least
one active node, then all the n2 vertices of the grid are active
eventually.
Proof: Consider the smallest square S1 of side 1 at the center
of the grid. As long as there are two active grid points in
S1, all four nodes of S1 are active. Now, assume that each
grid point of square S`, ` ≥ 1 (square with side ` around the
center) is active at time t. Then if there is at least one active
grid points on each of the faces of S`+1, then clearly, all grid
points of S`+1 become active in next time step t+ 1.
Theorem 2: [11] For bootstrap percolation on a n × n
regular grid R on Z2, pc(n) = O
(
1
lnn
)
.
Proof: If p(n) = O ( 1lnn), then each of the faces of the square
with side (2k+1), k = 0, 1, . . . , n/2, have at least one active
node with high probability. Then using Lemma 1 we get the
required result.
We will use Theorem 2 for finding a sufficient condition for
localizing all nodes eventually with iterated localization.
B. Upper Bound on m?
We construct a virtual grid G from the 1 × 1 square with
side length r√
2
as shown in Fig. 1. For each grid point
gij := (i, j), consider a ball of radius τ = τ(n) around
gij
1
1r
B(       ,     ) τ
τ
Fig. 1. Virtual Grid
gij , B(gij , τ), where τ < r2√2 . We define Egij = 1 if|B(gij , τ) ∩ V | ≥ 1, i.e. if there is a node of V within a
ball of radius τ from gi,j , and Egij = 0 otherwise. Since
τ < r
2
√
2
, events Egij = 1 are independent ∀ i, j. The
probability that for each of the grid points Egij = 1, ∀ i, j,
is P (∩∀i,jEgij = 1) =
(
1− e−npiτ2
) 2
r2 . Let r and τ be such
that n → ∞, P (∩∀i,jEgij = 1) → 1, i.e. Egij = 1, ∀ i, j
with high probability.
Next, we will map iterated localization to bootstrap percola-
tion on the virtual grid G as follows to use the results known in
bootstrap percolation, Theorem 2. Recall that we have chosen
r and τ such that for large enough n, Egij = 1, ∀ i, j with
high probability, i.e. with high probability there is at least one
node in B(gij , τ), ∀ gi,j . For the rest of the discussion we
condition on the event that Egij = 1, ∀ i, j. We define a
virtual vertex gij of the virtual grid G to be red if there is at
least one GPS node (out of total m) in B(gij , τ), otherwise
its blue. Since τ < r
2
√
2
, this coloring is independent for all
vertices. Let q := P (gij is initially red), ∀ i, j. We define
the virtual grid bootstrap percolation where any blue virtual
vertex gij becomes red if it has three or more virtual red
neighbors out of its 8 closest neighbors on the virtual grid.
The updation process is allowed to continue, where once a
virtual vertex becomes red it remains red forever. This is a
different update condition compared to the one defined earlier
for bootstrap percolation, where only two of the four nearest
neighbors were required for activation.
Consider a virtual vertex gij that is blue initially. At any
time step t, let gij become red in the virtual grid bootstrap
percolation, then z ∈ V ∩ B(gij , τ) can find three or more
localized nodes in B(z, r + 2τ). That is, if the radio range
for iterated localization is enhanced to r′ = r + 2τ , gij
becoming red implies that all nodes belonging to V ∩B(gij , τ)
become localized. Moreover, if all virtual grid vertices are red
3
S1
S
Fig. 2. Sufficient condition for making all grid points red.
eventually, then clearly for all nodes v ∈ V , B(v, r + 2τ)
contains at least three localized nodes if radio range is r′.
Thus, if the radio range is r + 2τ , then the whole network V
of n nodes is localized if the whole virtual grid is colored red
eventually.
Next, we show that the sufficient condition for having each
vertex to be red eventually in virtual grid bootstrap percolation
(requiring three red neighbors out of eight) is same as that of
bootstrap percolation (requiring two red neighbors out of four).
Lemma 2: For bootstrap percolation on the virtual grid,
where at least three out of eight immediate neighbors are
required to be red for a vertex to be colored red, if initially
each of the faces of the square with side (2k + 1) r√
2
, k =
0, 1, . . . ,
√
2
r , have at least one red vertex, then all
2
r2 vertices
of the grid are red eventually.
Proof: Consider both S1 and S3, where S` is the square of
side
(
`r√
2
)
, ` = 2k+1, k ∈ N as shown in Fig. 2, where there
is at most one red vertex in any of the faces of S1 or S3. For
any configuration that has at least one red vertex on each face
of S1 and S3, one can see that each blue vertex of S1 ∪ S3
eventually finds three or more red neighboring vertices and
hence becomes red. Hence, eventually, vertices of S1 and S3
will become red if there is at least one red vertex on each face
of S1 and S3.
Now we will prove the Lemma by using induction. Assume
that all vertices of S` are red, and each face of S`+1 has at least
one red vertex. We know that all vertices of S3 are red, hence
induction can start. We will show that under this condition,
all vertices of S`+1 eventually become red. Consider any blue
vertex of S`+1 that has a red vertex of S`+1 as its neighbor.
In particular consider blue vertex v1 in Fig. 3. Clearly, v1 has
three red neighbors and hence it will become red in the next
step. Continuing this process, all non-corner vertices of S`+1
that lie on the same face as v1 will find at least three red
neighbors and will eventually become red themselves. Since
each face of S`+1 has at least one red vertex, all non-corner
vertices of S`+1 will eventually become red. Once all the non-
corner vertices of S`+1 are red, then even the corner vertices
have three red neighbors, and consequently all vertices of S`+1
will eventually become red.
Thus using Theorem 2, we get the following Theorem for
the iterated localization.
1k
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Fig. 3. Sufficient condition for making all grid points red.
Theorem 3: If the radio range is r′ = r + 2τ , where
r and τ is such that limn→∞ P (∩∀i,jEgij = 1) =
limn→∞
(
1− e−npiτ2
) 2
r2
= 1, and q = O
(
1
ln(
√
2
r )
)
, then
all nodes of V are localized eventually with high probability.
Proof: Since the sufficient conditions in Lemma 1 and Lemma
2 are identical, the result follows from Theorem 2.
Therefore, initially, if the probability of any vertex being
red (having a GPS node) q is more than c
ln(
√
2
r )
, where c is
a constant, then with high probability all the vertices of the
grid are red with iterated localization. Using Theorem 3, in the
next corollary we find the sufficient number of anchor nodes
m to start with so that all nodes are localized eventually with
high probability.
Corollary 1: For any r(n) and τ(n) = Θ(r(n)), such that
limn→∞ P (∩∀i,jEgij = 1) = limn→∞
(
1− e−npiτ2
) 2
r2
= 1,
then if (
1− exp
−mpir2 − exp−npir2
1− exp−npir2
)
>
c
ln(
√
2
r )
then all nodes of V are localized eventually with high proba-
bility.
Proof: For any vertex gij , given that Egij = 1, we compute
the probability 1− q that the vertex is blue (no GPS node out
of total m lies in B(gij , τ)) as follows. By definition, 1− q
= P (|A0 ∩B(gij , τ)| = 0|Egij = 1),
=
P (|A0 ∩B(gij , τ)| = 0, Egij = 1)
P (Egij = 1)
,
=
P (|A0 ∩B(gij , τ)| = 0, |V ∩B(gij , τ)| ≥ 1)
P (|V ∩B(gij , τ)| ≥ 1) ,
=
Ek≥1 {P (|A0 ∩B(gij , τ)| = 0, |V ∩B(gij , τ)| = k)}
P (|V ∩B(gij , τ)| ≥ 1) ,
=
∑∞
k=1
(
1− mn
)k (npir2)k
k! exp
−npir2
1− exp−npir2 ,
=
exp−npir
2m
n − exp−npir2
1− exp−npir2 ,
=
exp−mpir
2 − exp−npir2
1− exp−npir2 ,
and hence q =
(
1− exp−mpir
2 − exp−npir2
1−exp−npir2
)
. Thus, from Tho-
erem 3 for τ(n) = Θ(r(n)) if
(
1− exp−mpir
2 − exp−npir2
1−exp−npir2
)
>
c
ln(
√
2
r )
, then all n nodes of V can be localized with radio range
r + 2τ = Θ(r).
Remark 1: Recently, bootstrap percolation on random ge-
ometric graphs has been studied in [15], where n nodes
are distributed uniformly in a 1 × 1 square, however, for
a fixed radio range r(n) = Θ
(√
lnn
n
)
. The radio range
r(n) = Θ
(√
lnn
n
)
is chosen to be equal to the connectivity
radio range that ensures that there is a path between any
two nodes in the network where a link is present between
two nodes if their centers are less than r(n) distance away
[17]. To start with, each node is made active with probability
p and inactive otherwise, independently of all other nodes.
Under this model, a node becomes active if there are more
than θ = γa lnn for a > 1, γ > 0 active nodes inside its
radio range r(n). Bounds on the critical probability have been
derived in [15]. Note that bootstrap percolation on random
geometric graph is identical to iterative localization with θ = 3
in our model. The result of [15] is obtained using a different
approach compared to this paper, and its not clear how they
can be applied for fixed θ = 3.
Example 1: Let r(n) = Θ
(√
c ln(n)
n
)
be the connectivity
radius. Then one can check that limn→∞
(
1− e−npiτ2
) 2
r2
=
1 for τ < r
2
√
2
and large enough c, hence satisfying the
condition in Corollary 1. Thus, using Corollary 1 we get
the minimum m that is sufficient to get the whole network
localized eventually with high probability. We plot the scaling
of m with respect to n for different values of c in Fig. 4 which
suggets that m scales as n2.5/3 for most values of c.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we demonstrated connections between iterated
localization and bootstrap percolation. Bootstrap percolation
has been a well studied topic, and strong results are known for
critical thresholds for many models. We mapped the iterated
localization problem to an instance of bootstrap percolation
problem, and using known results on bootstrap percolation
obtained sufficient conditions on the minimum number of
anchor nodes to start with that guarantee that the whole
network is localized with high probability. Iterated localization
is relatively less explored area of research and major emphasis
has been on non-iterated localization methods. The major
advantage of iterated localization method is the significant
reduction in the number of GPS nodes to be deployed so
that each node of the network can get localized. There is,
however, an accuracy cost associated with iterated methods
because of error propagation. For example, if the radio ranges
of nodes are not accurate, each node which localizes itself can
make errors, and since all localized nodes are used as anchor
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Fig. 4. Sufficient number of anchor nodes for localization as a function of
total number of nodes n.
nodes in subsequent iterations, error propagation can lead to
significant localization inaccuracies.
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